


I’m Dominic Wilcox, the Chief Inventor at Little Inventors and...

I challenge you!

I know a lot of you will now be at home and we want to make sure those brains of 

yours are kept busy during this time. I present to you, the Little Inventors Daily 

Challenge!

Here is my second set of 15 challenges in one place - you could do one, two or 

all of them if you want! There are challenges that deal with all sorts of problems, 

some serious and some just good fun.  There will be more soon!

Whatever challenge you take, we would love to see it! So upload it to 

littleinventors.org or share it on our social media with tag #timeforcreativity.

We will choose our favourite invention every week and the winner will receive their 

own copy of the Little Inventors Handbook to keep the ideas flowing!

http://www.littleinventors.org
https://www.littleinventors.org/books
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1. Draw or make a fun invention to squeeze fruit to make a smoothie

2. Draw an eco friendly city

3. Draw a trophy for a staring contest

4. Draw clothing for sea creatures

5. Draw an invention to help the easter bunny hide its eggs

6. Draw an invention to clean easter egg chocolate off your face

7. Draw the most amazing, magical bed in the world

8. Imagine and draw a fun playground inside your home

9. Design a creative mask

10.Draw or make an invention to give someone a hug from a long distance away

11.Draw an invention to remove plastic from the ocean or to stop plastic going into the ocean

12.Make or draw a hat that has a clever extra use or ability

13.Design flying machines inspired by birds and insects

14.Make a trophy for your favourite game

15.Draw a breakfast time invention



Draw or make a fun 
invention to squeeze 

fruit to make a smoothie

‘Trombone Squasher’ Freddie, Age 10, UK

Daily Challenge 4



Draw an eco 
friendly city

Daily Challenge 5



Draw a trophy for a 
staring contest

Daily Challenge 6



Draw clothing for 
sea creatures

Daily Challenge 7



Draw an invention to 
help the Easter Bunny 

hide its eggs

Daily Challenge 8



Draw an invention to 
clean easter egg 

chocolate off your face 

Daily Challenge 9



Daily Challenge

Draw the most 
amazing, MAGICAL
bed in the world

‘Bed’ by Dominic Wilcox, 1997
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Imagine and Draw 
a fun playground 
INSIDE your home

Daily Challenge 11

By Dominic Wilcox



Design a 
creative mask

Daily Challenge 12



Draw or make an invention 
to give someone a hug from 

a long distance away 

Daily Challenge 13



Draw an invention to  
Remove plastic from the ocean 

OR to STOP plastic going 
into the ocean

Daily Challenge 14

LE ROBOT FILET By Madison age 10 , Canada



Make or draw a hat
that has a clever 

extra use or ability 

Daily Challenge 15

The Camera Hat by Jenny, Age 6, South Korea



Design flying machines 
inspired by 

insects and birds

Daily Challenge 16



Make a trophy for 
Your favourite Game
See instructions to make it for

Rock, Paper, Scissors

Daily Challenge 17



draw a Breakfast 
time invention

Daily Challenge 18

By Dominic Wilcox



littleinventors.org

(Keep inventing!!)


